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1. Instructions
1.1.

I have been verbally instructed by Mawgan Taylor from CORMAC Engineering
Design Group, to undertake a preliminary impact assessment of the
construction of a proposed route of a new cycleway scheme that connects
Metha Bridge to the existing infrastructure of the Lappa Valley railway, near
St Newlyn East.

1.2.

I have been instructed to quantify potential tree losses and identify and
consider any other detrimental effects to the site’s trees or associated
environmental impacts, e.g. habitat loss or reduced ecosystem service
delivery.

1.3.

I have then been instructed to provide a brief written report detailing my
findings, conclusions and recommendations to inform the planning and
engineering design processes.

2. Purpose of the Impact Assessment
2.1.

This site assessment and appraisal has been instructed in response to the
feedback received from Cornwall Council’s Ecology team following a request
for ecological advice on the wider proposed cycling schemes.

2.2.

The team have concerns over tree and habitat loss and have suggested that
alternative route options are considered, where necessary, to avoid or
minimise any identified, detrimental environmental impacts.

2.3.

The purpose of this assessment and appraisal is to identify and quantify any
potential tree losses and impacts and provide a substantive arboricultural
opinion that can be used to assist, and potentially adapt, the design process,
in order to reduce and/or mitigate any identified environmental impacts.
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3. Qualifications & Experience
3.1.

This report has been based on my site observations and findings in relation to
my professional experience and formal qualifications.

3.2.

I have over 25 years of wide-ranging experience working with trees covering
all aspects of the arboricultural industry.
Previously, I have gained the Royal Forestry Society’s certificate in
Arboriculture, a bench mark qualification for the modern arborist, and the
Certificate of Higher Education in Arboriculture, through Bournemouth
University.
In September 2018, I successfully completed my studies for the Level 6
Diploma in Arboriculture, which is the definitive qualification for the
consulting arboriculturist.
Following completion of this qualification I was awarded the Royal Forestry
Society/ Lockhart-Garratt Award for best student 2016-2018.
I also hold the Professional Tree Inspection qualification and I am a
professional member of the Arboricultural Association.

4. Report Limitations
4.1.

This report has been based on a visual, ground-level assessment of the
proposed, outline route of the cycleway between the bridge and railway line.
Only the trees within the woodland area that are likely to be affected by the
construction of this route were inspected.
The presence of the ‘live’ railway line, dense vegetation and waterlogged,
uneven ground restricted access to the northern end of the site.
No clearance works or soil excavations were undertaken.

4.2.

I am a qualified tree specialist but having no civil engineering
experience/qualifications; my opinion in such matters should, therefore, be
considered as those of a layperson.
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4.3.

I am also not a qualified ecologist; however, due to my professional
background and experience, and the inevitable overlap/crossover of different
facets of the various environmental sectors, I would consider myself to be
biodiversity and habitat aware.

5. Site Meeting
5.1.

The site was visited on the morning of Tuesday 1st October; I was
accompanied by Paul Maycock from the Engineering Design Group.
We inspected and walked the area of woodland between the bridge and
railway line through which the proposed section of cycleway would pass.
During this meeting I received a verbal explanation of the preferred route of
the cycleway and suggested methods of construction.

5.2.

The trees within proximity of the proposed route throughout the woodland
area were visually inspected and assessed during the course of the site visit,
with tree heights, age-classes and physiological (health/vitality/function)
condition being noted.
Several tree stem diameter measurements were taken to quantify baseline
root protection information in accordance to BS5837:2012 guidance (Trees –
In relation to design, construction and demolition – Recommendations).
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6. Site & Project Details
6.1.

The proposed woodland site for the transitional cycleway route occupies an
area of approximately 0.25 acres.
The site descends steeply, by at least 4m, from the existing road surface of
the bridge down to the woodland valley floor.
A stream bed runs along the western side of the site; there are numerous
drainage ditches running throughout the woodland area and the ground
conditions were very wet/waterlogged in places.
The Lappa Valley Railway is located on the eastern boundary of the site.

6.2.

The site is heavily wooded with mature beech, interspersed with oak,
occasional ash and a sporadic understorey of holly and hazel.
A large dead pine stands at the southern end of the site approximately 5m
away from the road.
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6.3.

The proposed outline route will pass through the south eastern corner of the
woodland connecting Metha Bridge to the existing infrastructure of the
Lappa Valley Railway.

6.4.

The trees within the woodland area are not currently afforded any statutory
protection.
The woodland to the south of the bridge is a designated County Wildlife Site.
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7. Findings
7.1.

The proposed cycleway is intended to be constructed upon a newly installed
foundation.
Large scale excavations and soil level changes will be necessary throughout
the woodland area to construct this supporting foundation.
The underlying geology is yet to be investigated and due to the waterlogging
of the site (which is likely to become exacerbated during the winter months),
the extent of excavation and engineering works/measures necessary to
provide a solid foundation, may either increase or change significantly.

7.2.

The topographical and geological constraints of the site combined with the
requirement for sufficient space to safely manoeuvre plant and transport
materials, will create further soil disturbance (e.g. soil compaction) outside of
the footprint of the proposed cycleway.
There is also limited space or scope to store or relocate any excavated
materials on site.

7.3.

At least fifteen early mature/mature trees will require removal to facilitate
the proposed cycleway installation; predominantly maturing, healthy beech,
a few oak and two early mature ash.
There is also an increased risk of long-term structural and physiological
impacts to other surrounding trees due to soil disturbance and root damage
occurring during the construction process.

7.4.

It was noted during the site inspection that the adjacent County Wildlife
woodland area to the south of the bridge contains a percentage of ash and
could be adversely affected by ash dieback disease over the coming years.
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8. Conclusions
8.1.

If this route and construction method is selected there will be a significant
loss of maturing, healthy trees, the ecosystems services that they deliver and
any associated environmental benefits/support they provide.
The loss of functioning, established tree canopy cover should be avoided in
the context of the recent ‘Climate Emergency’ and contrasts against the core
values of the emerging ‘Forest for Cornwall’ strategic environmental
response to this emergency.
The implications of ash dieback disease are increasingly becoming
understood and have further heightened the importance of maintaining
canopy cover.

8.2.

The loss in carbon sequestration capacity from the tree removals will be
compounded by the release of soil carbon from extensive excavation and
grading works and any C0² produced by, for example, plant and haulage
movements.

8.3.

The groundworks and tree removals may have a combined, influential effect
on localised water flows during periods of high rainfall.

8.4.

Extensive mitigation planting measures will require implementation to be
able to achieve a habitat ‘net gain’ in line with the Defra Biodiversity Metric
V2.0. for this component of the wider cycling scheme.
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Examples of trees potentially requiring removal.
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9. Recommendations
9.1.

My primary recommendation, at this pre-application stage, would be to seek
an alternative route or diversion for this section of the cycle scheme, if at all
possible.

9.2.

If this section of cycleway can only be routed through this woodland area, I
would recommend considering the use of an alternative method of
construction involving piling and a connected, bridging structure.
The use of ‘screw piles’ would potentially enable many of the trees to be
effectively retained and minimise soil disturbance and tree/habitat loss.
I appreciate there are cost and logistical implications with constructing,
installing and maintaining such a structure but these costs could ultimately
be offset. For example, the value of the removed trees and associated
ecosystem services could quantifiably be >£50,000.

9.3.

It is essential that arboricultural input is sought following selection of the
preferred route and construction specification in order to inform and assist
the design and delivery process.

10.Report Disclaimer
10.1. This report is for the sole use of the client and reproduction or use by a third
party is not permitted, unless specified by the author.
However, this report can be used for the purposes of supporting a planning
application.

S. Evans
Dip. Arb. L6 (ABC) Cert Arb. (RFS) M.Arbor.A.
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